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Motivation
Focus: Modeling atmospheric processes for evaporative salinization
State-of-the-art: Free-flow porous-media coupled REV-scale model
concept

Figure: Irrigated agricultural lands Figure: Salinized abandoned land
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Implementation within the modeling
framework of DuMux

Porous-media
For each component conservation equation is solved:∑
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One energy balance equation (Local thermal equilibrium)
Conservation of the precipitated salt and porosity and permeability change
[2] :
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Free-flow
Stokes equation for momentum balance [1]:
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Energy balance:
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Interface
Normal and tangential traction contribution [1]:

n · [(pgI− τ )n]ff = [pg]pm
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Continuity of fluxes:
[q · n]ff = [q · n]pm

Local thermal equilibrium:
[T ]ff = [T ]pm

Local chemical equilibrium:
[xκg ]ff = [xκg ]pm ∀ κ ∈ {w, a}
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Numerical experiments
Validation (Homogeneous case):

Numerical setup Drying Salinization

Salt precipitation Water loss Evaporation rate
Heterogeneous case:

Drying after 5 days Drying after 20 Days

Salinity after 15 Days
Evaporation rate

Outlook
Ongoing work:

Validation for all stages of salinization
Reactive precipitation approach for mixed salts (e.g. Na+, Cl− and I+)

Future work:
Effects of processes such as radiation and turbulence
Effects of variation in the porous media parameters at the interface
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The simulations are preformed using DuMuX.


